Graduate House in bad
condition, say residents
By Brian Corasaniti
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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The conditions of the bathroom (left), smoke detectors (lower right), and garage
(upper right) are among the complaints of the residents of the Grad house.
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Shoddy paintjobs, unsafe
wiring, leaky bathrooms, and
rodent infestations are some of
the complaints of the residents
of the Sacred Heart University
Grad House.
The house, located at 237
Jefferson Street, is owned by the
Jewish Home for the Elderly
and leased through SHU to four
graduate students and one
undergraduate.
A health inspector from the
town of Fairfield came to
inspect the house on Tuesday
and an investigation by the
Department of Health is contin
uing.
The graduate residents pay
SHU housing fees of $2,975 for
four months, according to
Hunter McIntosh, an undergrad
uate resident of the house.
McIntosh said he pays $3,100 a

semester due to his undergradu
ate status.
“The only person who’s
seen the lease is Dean Wielk,”
said McIntosh. “I personally
put over $1,000 of my own
money into fixing the house.”
Larry Wielk, dean of stu
dents, said that he met with the
residents and fixed problems
last year and will continue to do
so if more come to his attention.
McIntosh said he had to pay
for new locks on all the bed
room doors because none were
provided and had to fix a front
door that had no keys for it.
“The Jewish home has
come and fixed the little things,
but instead of fixing problems,
they prolonged them,” said
McIntosh. “We asked for keys
to the front door and never got
them.”
“Nobody from Residential
Life has been over,” said
McIntosh.

Health officials confirmed
that a student at Eastern
Connecticut State University is
undergoing treatment for bacte
rial meningitis in an out-of-state
hospital, prompting hundreds of
students at that school to take
preventive action.
ECSU, located 85 miles
from Sacred Heart University in
Willimantic, is the second state
school to suffer an outbreak of
the disease this semester. A
female student at the University
Connecticut in Storrs was hos
pitalized in September after the
infection made her ill.
The
University
of
Michigan offered vaccinations
to over 12,500 students last
week after a sophomore tested
positive for meningitis.
On Monday ECSU offered
vaccinations to students after
confirmation that a young
woman who lives in Noble Hall
on the South Campus was diag
nosed with bacterial meningitis.
Nearly 300 students turned
out for the vaccinations, which
were effective against four
strains of meningitis and should
provide protection for three
years.
Students who came to get
vaccinations also completed a
self-evaluation checklist to
make the warning signs of
meningitis more understand
able. For example, it asked,
“Are you nauseated or vomit
ing? Do you have a headache

that won’t go away? Do you
have a temperature of 101?”
Some students said they
didn’t know the infected student
but didn’t want to take any
chances. “I live in Noble Hall.
My mom wanted me to get it
done, so I did,” said junior Jill
Cutler. “It’s just a scare and I
felt you might as well take ‘the
precaution because it’s better
than getting it,” said Christina
Casazza of West Hartford.
Five students who were in
close contact with the infected
student have already received
oral treatment for exposure.
“We took preventative
steps to protect our students
even before we got a confirma
tion,” said ECSU Spokesperson
Dwight Bachman.
Meningococcal bacteria
can manifest itself either as
meningitis, a swelling of the
covering of the spinal cord pneumonia, or as a bacteria in
the bloodstream that results in
flu-like conditions, as it did in
this case, said the school.
Bachman said the “good
news” Monday morning from
state health officials was that
the student was “recovering
very well” from the infection.
He said the state still con
siders meningococcal infection
to be “the probable cause” of
the student’s illness and final
test results will not be available
until Wednesday.

See Meningitis, Page 4
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News Briefs
SHU student committed to hospital
A male Sacred Heart University student, whose
name was not released, was committed to a hospital for
psychiatric evaluation after complaints from the moth
er of a 14-year-old girl of inappropriate contact with
the daughter.
The incident was reported to Public Safety at 12:42
a.m. on Oct. 10. Fairifeld Police met with the mother
and her daughter and then spoke to the student at
which time he was committed to the hospital for the
psychiatric evaluation.

Cernera’s car vandalized on campus
Anthony J. Cemera, president of Sacred Heart
University, reported vandalism to his car at 4:50 p.m.
on Oct. 9. The incident occured at the Tennis Court
Lot with a few scratches appearing on his car.

Sociology course set up for AHEAD program
Due an error in the undergraduate schedule, the
SO-235 Criminology class was omitted. The course
will run from 5:30 to 9:45 p.m. on Thursdays from
Nov. 4 to Dec. 16 at SHU’s Valley Campus in the
Shelton Enterprise Corporate Towers.
The course will be taught by adjunt sociology pro
essor Andrew Andrulatis and will be part of the
AHEAD program.

Flea Market coming again this weekend
There will be a Flea Market held this weekend in
the North Lot. It will run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.. There
will be around 65 vendors present. If any club is inter
ested in having a table at the Flea Market, they should
contact Amy in the Student Activities Office.
For more information, call Anne at 396-1162.

New head of Institutional Research hired
Sacred Heart University announced the appoint
ment of Joanne Menucci as director of Institutional
Research.
In this capacity, Menucci assists the president,
administrators, faculty, and educational committees in
various planning and assessment activities. She is also
responsible for the publication of SHU’s annual Fact
Book.
Prior to joining SHU, Menucci served as director
ol institutional research at the University of Hartford,
and taught at the University of Connecticut and
Southern Connecticut State University.
She holds a doctorate in higher education adminis
tration from UConn, where she also received a mas
ter’s degree in physics. She earned a bachelor’s degree
in physics and applied mathematics from Southern
Connecticut.
Menucci, who lives in West Haven, is also a parttime emergency medical technician.

New marketing head for Enrollent Planning
Sacred Heart University also announced the
appointment of Michael Deotte as director of market
ing for Enrollment Planning.
He will direct the marketing initiatives that support
SHU’s recruitment and retention goals for undergradu
ate and graduate admissions as well as for financial
assistance and career development.
Prior to Joining SHU, Deotte managed publicity
and marketing for the School of Business at the
University of Connecticut.
Doette, who lives in Bridgeport, earned a master’s
of business administration in marketing and communi
cations from UConn and a bachelor’s degree in busi
ness administration from Bryant College.
-Compiled by Danielle De Name
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SHU students are dealing with stricter enforcement of the intervisitation policy this year.

Intervisitation policy under scrutiny
By Morgan Futch
Contributing Writer

This year. Residential
Assistants have been enforcing
the intervisitation policy more
than ever. Although all the
housing buildings are coed,
SHU wants to keep the sexes
separated after hours, which
many students and RAs find dif
ficult to abide by and enforce.
The policy says that men
and women may not be in an
opposite sex room, apartment,
or hallway when visitation hours
are concluded. Visitation hours
are 9 a.m. to ' a.m. on Sunday
through Thursday and 9 a.m. to
2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
“The intervisitation policy
is needed but difficult to
enforce,” said April Borgia, an
RA in South Hall. “If a viola
tion is obvious I am obligated to
do something about it, but I
can’t go knocking door to door
after hours just to make sure my
residents are complying.”
The policy is a bit easier to

enforce in settings like South,
West, and East Hall because all
but one floor, located in West,
are same sex but the buildings
are coed.
“In apartment settings,
especially Avalon, where the
apartments are so spread out,
intervisitiation may be difficult
at times to enforce,” said Tara
Cangemi, an RA at Avalon
Gates. “It is my job as an RA to
make a conscious effort to abide
by and enforce the rules.”
Students can be issued a
warning if they are found break
ing the intervisitation policy and
must cooperate and leave the
floor or apartment. If they are
found again, they will be sanc
tioned for non-compliance.
“I think this policy is stu
pid,” said Matt Fiore, a South
Hall resident from Shaolin, N.Y.
“This is a college atmosphere
where we are preparing for the
real world, and we should be
treated like adults not children
with curfews. We should be
able to visit with our friends as

we please.”
Some argue that this curfew
is needed to protect students
from making wrong decisions or
feeling uncomfortable in their
own room or floor. SHU says it
wants to support its mission
statement, which says that the
students should be moral and
rooted in faith.
“I definitely support the
intervisitation policy. This is a
Catholic University and it is our
responsibility to have a policy
like this one in effect,” said Sia
Baryoh, The RHD of Jefferson
Hill.
“It prevents insecure fresh
man from making mistakes, and
instilling a set of guidelines in
them to help them make the
right decisions,” added Baryoh.
During mid-terms and
finals, certain areas may be
approved as designated study
areas for late night coed study
groups. The visitation policy
and other SHU policies are
detailed in the Student
Handbook.

BROOKSIDE PACKAGE STORE

4555 Main Street
Bridgeport, CT 06606
(203) 374-7321
Brookside Shopping Center, next to
People’s Bank. Kegs now available.

October Specials
Icehouse: 1/2 barrell, $35 + tax and deposit
Mike’s Hard Lemonade: 6-pack, $5.99; case,
$21.51 + tax and dep.
Red Dog 30 Pack

Red Dog 30 Pack

$9.99 + Tax and Deposit
with Coupon

$9.99 + Tax and Deposit
with Coupon

Limit 5 per coupon

Limit 5 per coupon

Must be 21
with valid ID
to purchase
alcoholic beverages
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Public Safety Releases
Incident report from Oct. 6-8 and Oct. 15-17

Contributed Photo

SHU Read Aloud volunteer Peter Markey reads to students at John Winthrop Elementary
School earlier this year. The Wintrop School was one of many area schools participating in the
program which netted 640 volunteers on Oct. 13.

Sacred Heart students read
aloud to area children again
By Morgan Futch
Contributing Writer

As the anxious SHU stu
dents walked through the halls
filled with water fountains that
came up to their knees, desks
that looked like they were made
for munchkins, and bright pic
tures of pumpkins that wallpa
pered the halls, their nerves
were slowly calmed.
“This is going to be easy. I
can do this,” the students said as
they stood outside their assigned
classroom.
They took a deep breath,
clenched the colorful book
under their arm, and entered the
classroom with confidence.
They were greeted by
dozens of smiling little faces all
anxious to see what this “big
kid” was going to share with
them today.
On Oct. 13, the city of
Bridgeport celebrated its 14th
annual citywide Read Aloud.
Hundreds of classrooms all
over Bridgeport were trans
formed into story time, relaxed

reading rooms.
The event was started by
the
School
Volunteer
Association to open young stu
dent’s eyes and instill an impor
tance and love for reading. The
association had 640 volunteers,
105 of which were Sacred Heart
University students.
“We could never have been
this successful without the help
of the SHU students. They are
terrific,” said Phyllis Gustafson,
coordinator of volunteer servic
es for the SVA. “The kids real
ly enjoy having someone closer
to their age in the front of the
classroom. We get nothing but
positive feedback about SHU
students.”
The volunteers read illus
trated hardcover books to chil
dren in kindergarten through
sixth grade. When they were
finished with the story, they
donated the book to the class as
a gift. The books are provided
through grants from three spon
sors, including the New York
Times Co. Magazine Group,
Tetley, and People’s Bank.

“It’s fun that we can have
someone come in and read to
us,” said Ashley Thome, an 11year-old
from
Curiale
Elementary School.
“It was cool. We learned a
lesson from the books, added
Raymond Delfi, a 12-year-old
classmate.
The SHU volunteers said
they had an overwhelming posi
tive feeling as they left the class
rooms.
“It’s great to see the kids
eyes open and smile when you
walk in the room. They know
you’re not there to bore them,”
said Tim Welch, a junior on the
SHU men’s basketball team,
who volunteered with several
other teammates.
“The kids really look up to
us, and it’s cool to know that we
are helping out for a good
cause,” added W elch.
Read Aloud workshops are
done every week by SHU stu
dents. Anyone interested should
contact Phyllis Machledt, direc
tor of service learning and vol
unteer programs, at 365-7622.

Popular store
accepting applications!
For retail help, full time pay is $10 an hour plus free
medical and paid vacations, no evenings.
You must be friendly, presentable and enthusiastic and
like to gift wrap. Part time pay is $8-$9 an hour.
Apply at Pennyweights, 124 Elm Street, New
Canaan. Closed Mondays.

Oct. 6: 3:59 a.m.- Officer observed a fire extinguisher missing
from the rear of Parkridge Apartments.
11:00 a.m.- Staff members reported a group of individuals
have been hazing. They were posing as fraternity brothers and gave
instructions as an initiation to certain males pledging into a frater
nity. They instructed them to run around the softball field in the
rain.
2:18 p.m.- West Hall fifth floor fire alarm; no problem found.
6:54 p.m.- Pitt Center member reported the theft of his money
taken from his unsecured locker. Public Safety responded and
investigated..
7:04 p.m.- South Hall sixth floor fire alarm caused by smoke
from a resident cooking.
10:48 p.m.- South Hall resident reported the theft of his laptop
computer from his room.
12:22 a.m.- Officer observed damage to a fire extinguisher
door window at the Pitt Center.
4:14 a.m.- South Hall fourth floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
Oct. 7: 3:24 p.m.- Student reported vandalism to his motor vehicle
while parked in the North Lot. Fairfield Police were called and
responded
3:30 p.m.- West Hall resident reported the theft of two AT&T
calling cards. Public Safety responded and investigated.
4:22 p.m.- Student staff member reported the theft of Spectrum
newspapers from their bins. Public Safety responded and investi
gated.
9:37 p.m.- Parkridge resident had an illegal visitor who is not
allowed on campus in her apartment. She refused to let the
Residential Life Staff enter her apartment. She allowed a Public
Safety Officer to enter. The visitor was told to leave and he com
plied. The resident was verbally abusive to the Public Safety
Officer.
10:14 p.m.- South Hall fourth floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
Oct. 8: 1:02 a.m.- West Hall third floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
1:30 a.m.- West Hall fourth floor fire alarm; no problem found.
2:51 a.m.- West Hall Residential Life staff member reported
there was a West Hall resident that returned from iS^parfy
•«
not feeling well. Public Safety responded and investigated. She
refused medical attention. Her roommate stated she would keep an
eye on her throughout the night.
10:19 a.m.- Parkridge resident reported a motor vehicle acci
dent on Park Avenue near the Jewish Community Center.
Bridgeport Police Department was called and responded; no
injuries.
11:45 a.m.- West Hall second floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
8:31 p.m.- East Hall fifth floor fire alarm caused by resident
spraying an aerosal spray. Simplex monitoring system called the
Bridgeport Fire Department and they responded.
11:45 p.m.- Officer observed damage to a bollard in front of
South Hall.
Oct. 15: 1:00 p.m.- Buildings and Grounds employee reported
damage to the South Hall front door window.
5:23 p.m.- South Hall, second floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
Oct. 16: 1:28 a.m.- Intoxicated West Hall resident became ill.
AMR Ambulance was called; student was transported to the hospi
tal.
2:09 a.m.- Jefferson Hill resident reported someone vandalized
his vehicle, while parked in the Jefferson Hill Parking Lot. At 3:47
m., two Jefferson Hill residents admitted to vandalizing the vehi
cle. Fairfield Police were called and responded.
4:36 a.m.- Officer observed an intoxicated East Hall resident
stumbling in the front of East Hall. The resident was escorted to his
room.
4:43 a.m.- Officer reported two Jefferson Hill residents verbal
ly abused him. Fairfield Police were present and spoke with the
individuals.
5:05 p.m.- Staff member reported the theft of her University
vehicle from her residence. She notified the Stamford Police Dept.
10:02 p.m.- West Hall, third floor fire alarm; no problem
found.
Oct. 17:1:55 a.m.- Officer reported two individuals were fighting
the front of East Hall. A Bridgeport Police officer was present
and ended the altercation.
2:39 a.m.- West Hall Residential Life staff member reported a
West Hall resident had marijuana and paraphernalia in his posses
sion. The marijuana and paraphernalia were confiscated.
5:05 p.m.- West Hall resident reported he was harassed. Public
Safety investigating.
5:09 a.m.- Jefferson House fire alarm; no problem found.
Simplex monitoring system called the Fairfield Fire Department
and they responded.
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Speaker: WhitestoneMcCallum coming to SHU
Continued from Page 1
America Organization and the
Alexander
Graham
Bell
Association for the Deaf.
Whitestone-McCallum is
also a spokesperson for the
Helen Keller Eye Research
Foundation and the Starkey
Hearing Aid Foundation which
donates millions of dollars
worth of hearing aids to those
who need them but cannot
afford them.
Whitestone-McCallum’s
S.T.A.R.S. program was origi
nally developed for her local
school system.
The program has five points
Whitestone-McCallum said she

believes are necessary for suc
cess: have a positive attitude,
believe in your dream, be will
ing to work hard, face your
obstacles, and build your sup
port team.
Whitestone-McCallum also
wrote a book entitled Listening
With My Heart in 1997 and has
another. Believing The Promise,
which was released in the sum
mer of 1999.
The talk is free to SHU stu
dents with ID, $3 for faculty and
staff, and $5 for general admis
sion.
Editor’s Note: Additional information
was provided by Washington Speaker’s
Bureau, Inc.

Meningitis: Second outbreak

hits a Connecticut school
Continued from Page 1
Bachman also reminded stu
dents that meningococcal bacte
ria infection is not considered an
easily transmitted disease and
the “isolated case” does not rep
resent a “need for widespread
preventive antibiotic treat

ments” of students.
According to information
provided by ECSU, the bacteri
um which causes meningococ
cal disease is spread by oral and
nasal secretions. It can be spread
by kissing or other intimate con
tact or by sharing glasses, uten
sils, cigarettes or other items
contaminated by the secretions.
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Editorials

Bv Claire Widman

SHU events; for college kids or third graders?
Well, it’s that time of year again. No not fall,
midterms, or Halloween. Something much more
frightening; Parents Weekend. So what does this insti
tute of higher education have planned for all the
mature college students and their even more mature
parents?
How about the “Who’s Been Eating My Poridge?’’
breakfast in the Pitt Center, “Beanstalk Bingo,” and
“Glass Slipper Soiree,” among others.
Not to be blunt, but what the hell are we, an ele
mentary school? It’s no wonder turnout for student
events is so low, with such asinine and childish activi
ties like these. What’s next, finger painting in
theMahogany Room? Or perhaps potty training in the
Science Wing?
Students in college expect, and deserve, to be treat
ed like adults. So why does this school constantly
insist on throwing events for its student population that
would better suit Mrs. Anderson’s third grade class.
If this keeps up, our new mission statement should
read, “Sacred Heart University, sponsored by the letter
E.”

The SHU Voices

Housing fees high when you look at numbers
Let’s say you’re a typical person looking for a
place to rent out, what would you want to pay for a
nice apartment? Maybe you want to get some of your
buddies to go in on a place with you, what would be a
fair price?
We doubt most students would want to pay $625 a
month per person for an apartment that you’d share
with up to seven or eight other people, but that’s what
it roughly works out to with SHU housing fees.
Now granted, everything is included, but if you’re
in a seven person Parkridge apartment, that works out
to $4,375 a month rent for your place. Fairfield
County prices may be bad, but that’s ridiculous.
You can get three bedroom apartments in
Manhattan for under $3,000 a month, let alone the
$4,375 that seven person Parkridge residents pay.
Although SHU housing fees is not outrageous com
pared to other universities’ housing, these numbers
should raise an eyebrow or two. One wonders why
schools like SHU decide to charge such fees and where
the money goes.

What does Family Weekend mean to you?

Michele Pitcarin

Jeff Hoose

Brian Polovoy

Sophomore
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Junior
Milford

Junior
Brooklyn, N.Y.

“Nothing, ril be at
Rhode Island’s
homecoming this
weekend. ”

“I see my family
enough that Family
Weekend is
irrelevant. ”

“I see my family quite
often, so there is no
need for them to come
down for Family
Weekend. ”

To bash a Catholic...with tax money
She is the immaculate killer. The Catholic League has
image of purity and goodness. come out in protest against the
She is the mother of Jesus museum and mayor Rudolf
Christ,
ofGuiliani has threatened to end
whom
the $7 million worth of public
Christians
funding for the institution.
revere
and
In today's society, anti worship as the
Catholic forms of expression are
Messiah. She
readily excepted. Whether it be
holds a posi
the "Piss Christ" photos of the
tion of consid
crucifix floating in urine or the
erable impor
"Corpus Christi" play produc
tance in the By Brian
tion in Manhattan, Catholic
Roman Merwin
bashing is acceptable in both our
Catholic
media and our culture.
Church.
The predictable rank and
The Virgin Mary's portrait file liberals denounce opposition
also now hangs in the Brooklyn to the museum as "Art Censors"
Museum of Art, covered in ele who oppose the first amend
phant feces and lewd porno ment. But what would the left
graphic pictures.
do if images of the great Martin
This work of art by Chris Luther King or gay rights martyr
Ofili is part of the "Sensation" Matthew Sheppard were assault
exposition which opened Oct. 2 ed in a museum?
in the city museum. Other
How about a display honor
exhl- 'ts include a decoi. posing ing /,dolf Hitler, that glorifies
cow's head filled with dead his deedts? There would be
maggots and flies and a sympa blood on the streets and the
thetic portrait of a real life serial offending institution would be

burnt to the ground.
noisseurs invoke claims on the
Besides the hypocrisy of the public dollar and label those
left, something must be said who confront them as “intoler
about suppressing free speech ant” and “prejudiced.” An indi
and the first amendment. vidual who asks for the free
Censorship involves destroying choice to spend his own money
a piece of artwork or literature is branded and ridiculed.
or preventing it from ever letting
What is the answer to the
the public view it.
controversy in Brooklyn and the
Guiliani is simply trying to larger philosophical implica
end the cities appropriations. tions of artwork funded by the
Should the taxpayer be forced to taxpayer? Art vouchers? Check
underwrite art whose main goal off box on your tax forms?
is to be offensive and sensationSome say that the budgets
alistic?
for the National Endowment of
For a Catholic taxpayer it is the Arts and other such govern
bad enough being kicked in the mental organizations are too
face, but how about having small.
money taken from your wallet to
With the multitude of afflu
subsidize your attacker.
ent bigots in the world it is hard
Another substantial issue in to believe that this "Sensation"
this conflict is that of entitle cannot be privately funded. Our
ment. As much as hate art is money saved, then can be put at
“thought provoking and “mean the bottom of our collection
ingful” this cultural virtuoso boxes at mass, instead of in the
does rot have an absolute right pockets of those wlio mock and
to be funded by the American deride us.
citizen.
These elitist cultural con

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages are
an open forum. Letters to the
editor are encouraged. All
submissions are subject to
editing for spelling, punctua
tion, grammar, clarity and
length. The Spectrum does
not assume copyright for any
published material.
The Spectrum is a stu
dent-run newspaper of Sacred
Heart University, published
every Thursday during the
academic year.
All mail should be sent
to the Spectrum, Sacred
Heart University, 5151 Park
Ave., Fairfield, CT, 064321000. The advertising dead
line is seven days prior to
publication. Office Phone
numbers are (203) 371-7963
or 7966. Fa,; nmi.tK:.; L
(203) 371-7828.
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Letters/Op-Ed

Please submit your letters to the Spectrum office on Mondays between the hours of
10 a.m. and 6p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters mut be typewritten
and signed and may be edited. Please indicate title or class and telephone number.

Media Studies a vital program for university
To the Spectram:
In regard to your anony
mous attack on the Media
Studies program in theOctober
7th issue, page 4. We in the
department take exception to
your assumption that there is no
production on any level.
This semester alone we are
offering five production classes
as well as a practicum that is
creating public service televi
sion commercials for the
Connecticut
Institute
for
Problem Gambling.
Perhaps you should inter
view some of the 70+ majors in
this program and ask them about
their production experiences.

Did you manage to watch
the student produced television
show we broadcast last semes
ter? Did you come to our annual
student video festival? Did you
ever ask to sign out equipment
for an independent project?
Many have, and they know
the Media Studies department is
a vital and growing program that
offers ample technical experi
ence for those that want it.
In regard to your assertion
that the program places too
much emphasis on theory, the
program is, after all. Media
Studies not Media Production.
Even so, our school, unlike
many Ivy-League schools, con

Freshman having regrets about college choice
Dear Editor,
When I was looking at schools last year, SHU really grabbed
me. This was my first choice in schools for many reasons. Over the
past few weeks my opinion of the school has changed greatly.
There have been problems with many things on campus. For
example, washers and dryers, with the exception of a few, never
work. If you find one that does work, you end up paying an obscene
amount of money because it eats up your quarters.
Another problem is the food here. I don’t like that fact that I
pay $4 for a soda and a yogurt. For the amount you pay for each
meal, it should at least be decent food. There should not be dirt in
my sandwiches just because someone did not wasn’t to clean the
lettuce.
I haven’t been too impressed with the school. Everyone made
it out to be a great place and I have yet to see what everyone is talk
ing about.
Patty Goodieau
Freshman

Weather
Corner
THURSDAY
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tinues to offer production class media related businesses to our
es.
career fairs.
Hands-on experience comes
The faculty in the Media
from a total immersion into your Studies Department has been in
field. Media Studies students are constant communication with
encouraged to explore several the administration regarding
different areas in our program both equipment and facilities
from video and radio produc improvement.
i
tion, still photography and jour
Your reckless call to,
nalism to Internet content.
"Either bulk it up or drop it,"
Many students are in intern tells us that you have done no
ships with television stations research on our budget or aca
and networks for cutting edge demic plan.
technological experiences. All
Last semester we added an
of which bring employment additional faculty line to handle
opportunities.
the booming interest in our
We are fostering a relation classes. And, our studio is now
ship
with
the
Career equipped with a digital editing
Development Office to bring in suite for even more hands-on

Class of2000 officers
working toward fun year
By Theresa Forget
Senior Class Pres.

The senior class has been
very busy starting in June with
our first flea market. Once a
month, all eight of our class
officers get up at 6 a.m. to raise
money for our class. We have
been doing very well at raising
money in order to decrease the
amount of money the Senior
Class has to pay for the activi
ties during Senior Week. In
addition to flea markets, right
now we are also sponsoring
Midterm Baskets to relieve
some of the stress that arises
during this time.
Besides raising money, we
have been working hard at hav
ing social events for the class a
well. Last night was our second
successful Senior Pub Night,
and we will be having one a
month until we graduate. Some
of our upcoming events during
Pub Nights are the Boxer Short

Show, the Highland Rovers,
‘80’s Night, and much more.
On Nov. 5, we will be hosting
"200 Days ‘til Graduation,"
which is a trip to Foxwoods. It
costs $15 and includes a bus to
and from Foxwoods, meal, and
tickets for Keno. This isn’t a
big mystery trip, though, so
don’t worry if you can’t make it.
We will also be hosting "2000
Hours ‘till Graduation," which
will be a kickoff to the last
stretch before Senior Week.
We hope that all Seniors are
enjoying what we are trying to
do for you! We also need your
help though. If anyone wants to
get involved in anyway, please
contact one of the class officers:
Mike Acevedo, Anne Coary,
Priscilla Moose, Jennifer Rodi,
Michelle Friedrch or myself. In
addition, we need another class
senator as soon as possible. If
interested, contact any one of
us, or Gabe Goodine in Hawley
Lounge.

University needs to rethink laptop policy
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Dear Editor,
As a freshman entering
Sacred Heart University for the
fall semester, I received a letter
this past summer saying that it’s
mandatory to purchase an IBM.
The price was over $2,000.
Although the computer was
overpriced and not the most
recent computer out on the mar
ket, I made the decision to pur
chase the computer assuming
that it would be in working con
dition.
As orientation approached,
I expected to receive my laptop.
To my surprise, there was a mis
take in the order and the com
puter was now going to be
delivered to my house. After a
month of waiting and numerous
telephone calls to the company,
the computer arrived.
School started and it was
time for the computer training
class. The class was a tease
because it was only to set up the
Internet. The school misled us
into thinking that the class
would teach us how to use our
laptop more efficiently. When I

arrived back in my room, I tried
to leave it to use the Internet,
but connection was impossible.
I reported my computer’s prob
lem and had to take it to the
computer assistance room,
which is located next to the
bookstore. Like others, my
computer was there for more
than a week, instead of the two
days I was promised.
We were overly charged for
our computers and we expect
that our computers be in proper
order. Of course it’s under
standable that there will always
be dilemmas with technology,
but when half the freshman
class is having complications,
the computers should looked
into more efficienty.
Hopefully, a solution will
be thought of to solve the prob
lem. After all, we are here for
an education. Without a com
puter to work with, learning will
be much more difficuly.
Juliana Beyrouty
Freshman

experiences with high end tech
nology.
Employers may be con
vinced to hire someone with
nothing but hands-on skills but
they will line up for the chance
to hire someone with critical
thinking skills.
Our mission, is to prepare
students for all things that lie
ahead in their lives. The Media
Studies program is a vital ele
ment in understanding our soci
ety, culture and world.
Greg Golda
Media Studies faculty
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AIDS still a major issue among young adults
Epidemic is sixth leading cause of death ofpeople 16 to 24 years of age
By Melissa McClellan
Contributing Writer

A recent article in the New
York Times has shown that
although there has been a steady
decrease in the number of AIDS
related deaths in America since
1995, this decrease has dropped
minimally since 1997.
Recent studies conducted,
by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention show
that while the number of deaths
due to HIV infection dropped 42
percent between 1996 and 1997,
the decrease between 1997 and
1998 was a mere 20 percent.
One might question what
does this information mean to
the
youth
of America?
According to many experts in
the field, people, teenagers
especially, are not aware of the
consequences of unsafe sex and
the transmission of the AIDS
virus.
“In this era of better thera
pies, it is clear that people are
becoming more complacent
about prevention,” Dr. Helene
Gayle, director of the AIDS pro
gram for the disease centers in
Atlanta, told the Times.
The large drop in the death
rate was due in part to the pre
cautions people took when
engaging in sex, but mainly
because of new drugs, such as
protease inhibitors, designed to
fight and prevent the transmis

sion of the virus.
Yet, some believe that this
technology will cause many
people to ignore the dangers of
unsafe sex and resort to bad
habits, like not protecting them
selves.
According to a 1997 issue
of Newsweek, due to the fact
that AIDS related deaths plum
meted so drastically in 1997,
some people have begun to seek
out unsafe sex once again.
“The potential to roll back
the last decade’s worth of
advances enormous,” said Seth
Kalichman, a professor at
Georgia State University, told
Newsweek. “People are gam
bling with their lives.”
While many
students
believe that the chances of con
tracting AIDS are still there,
some feel that unsafe sex is not
as dangerous as it once was.
“I’ve had sex with 11 girls
in the past six months, yet I only
used protection three times,”
said a Sacred Heart student who
wished to remain anonymous.
“TVo years ago I used protec
tion a lot more often.”
Students say that one rea
son for this decline in the use of
protection on campuses like
SHU could be due to the fact
that the realities of AIDS and
other sexually transmitted dis
eases does not hit close to home.
Unlike many other colleges
and universities around the

nation. Sacred Heart University
does not sell condoms on cam
pus or have them available in
the University Medical Center
for those who wish to practice
safe sex.
Sources from the Medical
Center said that this is because
of the fact that SHU is a
Catholic University. Many stu
dents
believe
that
the
University’s religious founda
tions should not inhibit students
from buying methods of protec
tion.
“It’s completely ridiculous
that our bookstore doesn’t sell
condoms just because we’re a
Catholic college,” said one male
student. “I’ve heard that Boston
College and Notre Dame sell
condoms on campus despite
their religious grounding.”
There has been no recent
reports of HIV infected students
on campus. But, studies say that
the most affected demographic
of this epidemic has been
teenagers from 16 to 18 years of
age. This is blamed on the lack
of communication that parents
have toward their teenage sons
or daughters on informing them
of this deadly virus. There are
various
pamphlets
and
broehures on ways of prevent
ing AIDS and the necessary pre
cautions that people can take so
they don’t contract the disease at
the Medical Center.

How you can contract

pow you can be safer.

the disease.
1) Having sex with
someone who has the
AIDS/HIV virus.
2) Sharing needles to
shoot drugs, vitamins
or tattooing with someonewhohasthe
AlDS/HlV viru$,
3) Before 1985, a few

1} Use a condom for all
types of sexf Also use
foam, cream or jaily
with nonoxynol-9 in it.
This chemical may kill
the AIDS virus.
2f Try to have sex With
only one person. This
lowers your chances Of
getting AIDS. But still
use condoms to be

people got AIDS from
blood transfusions.
Now, a special test
makes blood transfu
sions much safer.

4) Absti nence is the

How you cannot come

best method of safe
sex.

safe.,,.'
3) Don’t share needles.

In contact with AIDS.
1) You cannnot get the
virus by touch,food,
coughs, toilet seats or
clothing.
2) You Cinnot tell if
someone is HIV posi*
tive so take proper pre
cautions when putting
yourself at risk.

5) A health care
provider or HIV coun
selor can help you
help you learn how
protect yourself.

to

6) To Iparn more about
AIDS, call the National
AIDS HStline at 1-800342-2437.

Progress being made on SHU’s first Habitat House
By Mike Palmer and
Justin Lear
Contributing Writers

The production of the house
that was sponsored by Sacred
Heart’s chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is in full swing.
Sacred Heart’s chapter has
joined the St. James Catholic
Church in Stratford and the St.
Charles Catholic Church in
Bridgeport to form a coalition
called
the
“Community
Builders”, a non-profit organi
zation to get the project done.
The house on 755 Shelton
St. in Bridgeport will be the first
ever Habitat House in Fairfield
County. The soon to be owner,
Luz Avila, has dedicated a lot of
time helping with the construc
tion of her new home, which is
scheduled to be complete some
time in December.
According
to
Phyllis
Machledt, the director of service
learning and volunteer pro
grams, the main goal of this
project is to help members of the
community that need it most. It
allows low-income families to

afford homes without the wor
ries of interest rates that can be
financial burdens.
However, Machledt stresses
that this is not just a gift for
needy people, these owners
must fulfill certain financial cri
teria when applying for a
Habitat house.
“I want people to know that
we’re not giving these houses
away for Iree,” said Machledt.
“These people are in fact paying
for their home.”
Avila, as well as other own
ers of Habjtat for Humanity
homes must pay a 25-year mort
. Contributed Photo
gage with a zero percent interest
Members of the “Community Builders” coalition work on the house on Shelton Street.
rate. The income level of these
families has to be between tag sales, collecting bottles,
Habitat for Humanities has
“I have been connected
$15,000 and $35,000 a year. fund-raising,
and
selling been on campus since 1995, and with the Shelton Street neigh
They also must currently reside t-shirts. The rest of the money has attracted many students who borhood for four years,” said
in an inadequate or poor housing and supplies were donated from have never participated before Otterspoor. “I feel like it is an
and they must work on the local businesses and organiza the chance to give back to the extension of my own neighbor
house for at least 500 hours.
tions in the community. To date, community.
hood.”
Many
Sacred
Heart the Sacred Heart community has
Sean Otterspoor, a Senior at
Sacred Heart University is
University organizations such as raised around $15, 000.
Sacred Heart University, is now always looking for new volun
the fraternity Omega Phi Kappa,
“I’m incredibly proud of the president of SHU’s chapter teers to help participate in
UMOJA, Student Government, the Sacred Heart students for the of Habitat for Humanities and Habitat for Humanities. Anyone
and STAR have lent a hand in extreme effort they made to has devoted much of his time to who is interested should contact
the project. The students raised raise money for this project,” working with the Bridgeport Phyllis Machledt at 365-7C 1.
money for food and supplies by said Machledt.
community.
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Women’s self-defense courses a rarity at SHU
Classes in defending oneself not frequently offered and not attended
last year and said that no one has
approached him thus far about
Contributing Writer
the topic of self defense. “There
Despite its large population has been no significant issues on
of female students and faculty, campus regarding this, so I
Sacred Heart University offers don’t think that there is a major
no self defense courses designed concern for students,” said
for women. Although courses Farrar.
such as Tae Bo and aerobics can
Student involvement or
be used to imitate self-defense, lack thereof could be attributed
they are mainly used for exer to this problem. According to
cise, and no aspect of these Denise Tiberio, assistant dean of
courses can be used for protec students. Public Safety offered a
tion.
course on self-defense as part of
Gary Reho, the director of Welcome Days, but it wasn’t
the Pitt Center, where most attended.
exercise courses are taught, said
In an environment such as
that women’s self defense Sacred Heart’s where very little
courses are offered through incidents of assault have been
physical education, and Sacred reported, one might wonder as
Heart University does not have to why there would be a necessi
any in its curriculum.
ty to teach self-defense.
“It’s not a bad idea,” said University employees as well as
Reho in response to why there students benefit from the safe
are no present women protec environment at SHU.
tion courses on campus.
“I feel safe on campus at
Cam Ferrar, the assistant night,” said Geri Diorio, a
director of the Pitt Center has University employee.
“The
taught Tae Bo courses for the parking lot is well lit, and there
By Chris Snyder

File photo

Tae Bo combines necessities to get in shape, not self-defense.

Members of Greek Life
must stick together
By Sheila Hilger
Contributing Writer

Last year as a Greek, I saw
everyone constantly smiling and
helping each other, no matter
what letters you wore.
Now, it feels as though
everyone is but for him or her
self. This is so appalling becau
seif we would all could just put
our differences behind us we
would see that as a group we are
a lot stronger , especially since
Greeks make up a large popula
tion on this cam-

T© be part of Gre^ Life is
an honor that each of us within
Greek Life has earned. We have
all went through an initiation
process from which we grew as
individuals, and also as a group.
The letters we wear with pride
are symbols of our determina
tion and desire to be a part of a
close knit group
working together
.
to accomplish a “...if we would all
Another thing
common goal.
couldjust put our that has been
As an active
member of Greek differences behind
Life,
I
have US we would see
rumors that have
noticed
many
been
spread
ctoil someTt
« Sroup W
around campus.
the better, yet are a lot stronger,
Many
of
unfortunately,
these rumors deal
especially since with topics that
some for the
worse.
Greeks make up a hurt the reputa
The Greek
tiOns of the indi
population on vidual organiza
Life famil has
grown to now
this campus”- tion that they rep
include five soror
Sheila
Hilger _ resent.
ities and four fra-_________
_ ________
These horri
ternities.
This
ble things being
growth is a good change* said around campus hurt an
because just like a family, new individual’s character if they
members bring support.
were believed to be true.
However, it also begins to
People spread rumors for a
start causing internal problems number of reasons such as jeal
like the petty arguments that ousy and immaturity, and I can
common brothers and sisters get not seem to figure out why any
into in their daily lives.
of us as Greeks would do such a
I am sure many of you have thing to each other.
noticed that when you walk
Other members of Greek
through the halls or go to a cam life also believe that petty
pus wide event within Greek rumors are one of the reasons as
Life there is a lack of respect to why Greek Life is not given
and support for each other. This the respect that it so rightfully
is not to say that it is organiza deserves.
tion against organization, it is
I hope that we can all real
just a noticeable change that has ize what our words do, and
come about this semester.
think what we say next time.

COLLEGE WEEKLY
HOROSCOPES
Tribune Media Services

Aries (March 21-April 19).
Money's your area of interest
this week. Figure out how to pay
less on Monday and Tuesday.
You're smart on Wednesday and
Thursday, so study finances
then. Stick close to home on
Friday and Saturday and save.
By Sunday, you'll be ready to
play, and so are your friends.
Odds are good you'll win the
prize.
Taurus (April 20-May 20).
You and your partner are tight
this week. The competition's
intense on Monday and
Tuesday. Schedule your shop
ping trip for Wednesday or
Thursday. Be creative Friday
and Saturday. Entertain at your
place over the weekend.
Gemini (May 21-June 21).
Watch your health all week. Stay
out of drafts Monday and
Tuesday. You'll be stronger
Wednesday and Thursday, espe
cially when caring for others.
Friday and Saturday you'll feel
practical, so do your budget
then. Your confidence should be
high over the weekend. Get out
there and strut your smff!
Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22).
The spotlight's on fun and games
this week. Group activities dom
inate on Monday and Tuesday.
Race around and get the errands
done on Wednesday and
Thursday. Friday is best for a
romantic interlude. Working a
little extra this weekend could
help keep costs down.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22).
Monday and Tuesday could be
rough; go along with what the
boss wants. Wednesday and
Thursday are best for talking
things out. Friday and Saturday

could be stressful, but Sunday
should be fine. You'll feel most
comfortable close to home.
Have friends come to your
place.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
You're smart this week. Foreign
or alien contact goes well on
Monday and Tuesday. New
assignments
come
on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday's best for having friends
over and good conversation.
Saturday and Sunday could be
hectic. Go light on the sugar; it'll
make matters worse.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23).
How will you get the most for
your money? Make your deci
sions on Monday and Tuesday.
You can travel Wednesday or
Thursday if the offer's interest
ing enough. On Friday, check in
with the boss when all your
work's done so you can relax
over the weekend guilt-free.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21).
Monday and Tuesday are best
for planning. Listen to your part
ner's suggestions. Find the
money and spend it on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Travel and try out new ideas on
Friday and Saturday. Keep your
most outrageous and fun activi
ties private on Sunday.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21). Clean out the garage and
whatever else on Monday and
Tuesday. Tempers are short on
Wednesday and Thursday. Try to
keep from snapping at your
mate. Pay the bills on Friday so
you can travel over the week
end. Be cautious; traffic could
be snarled.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
19). Friends are where your
heart is this week. Monday and
Tuesday are best for romance

are generally lots of people
milling about during the school
year,” she added.
Ralph Corrigan, an English
and media studies professor at
Sacred Heart is a fourth degree
black belt with the Isshin-Ryu
Karate Club, and believes that
women would need to do differ
ent things to insure their safety.
“The first thing that I would
do is to tell them to avoid bad
situations,” said Corrigan.
Corrigan stresses that the
self-defense needs of women
vary with size and that some
women might need more than
just a punch in order to defend
themselves.
“There are specific punches
and kicks that I would hope
would immobilize an attacker,”
said Corrigan.
Though there are no selfdefense courses held on campus
for women, methods ofprotection are learned in the Martial
Arts Club, which is offered
every semeser.

and being creative. Wednesday
and Thursday you'll be busy
working. Delegate some of the
chores on Friday so you don't
have to do them all. You could
get a good financial tip over the
weekend.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18).
Your career's important this
week. You'll most likely be frus
trated on Monday and Tuesday,
but don't despair. By Wednesday
and Thursday, you should move
forward again. Hustle Friday to
get to your goal. A partner will
come in handy over the week
end. Get help if you need it!
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
Anticipate complications this
week. Let your fingers do some
of the walking on Monday and
Tuesday. Fix up your place on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday is your most creative day
this week, and romance looks
good then, too. You'll be busy
over the weekend.
If You're Having a Birthday
This Week ... Get. 25: A partner
is the key to your success.
Choose the right one. Oct. 26:
You and your mate can get what
you want when you pool your
resources. Oct. 27: You may find
a buried treasure, but don't
spend it all in one place. Oct. 28:
Far horizons beckon; nothing
ventured, nothing gained. Oct.
29: Let a foreign friend teach
you about a new world and add
to your wisdom. Oct. 30: There's
more wealth to be had if you can
satisfy the demand. Oct. 31:
Stand firm while compromising,
for a foundation you can build
on.
Linda explains what's going
on in greater detail at (900) 9509000, for 99 cents per minute.
To leave a message, call (888)
522-9533 for free.
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Graduate study versus work: Campus Happenings
American Coffeehouse next Thursday
The possibilities are endless
TVibune Media Services
Graduation. For those of
you who don't have definite
post-college plans, the word
can loom over you. Most of you
will be considering one of two
options - continuing your aca
demic life in graduate school,
or venturing into the world of
work.
Graduate school and pro
fessional life represent two very
different lifestyles. Graduate
school offers flexibility in your
schedule but it also entails a lot
of work. On top of attending
classes you have to take exams,
do research and write papers.
At a job, your work is usu
ally limited to the time you
spend in the office. Unlike your
time at school, holding a job
means your evenings and week
ends are free for you to fill as
you wish.
Getting a job is a chance to
establish yourself financially. A
job provides financial security
and the means to pay off stu
dent loans.
Graduate school, however,
doesn't allow much room for
financial independence. Rather,
for most of you it means living
on a budget and adding to your
already existing loans.
Going to graduate school
can be an advantage when you

later apply for work. Having a
master's degree, for example,
gives you an edge over those
who only have a bachelor's
degree.
If you are considering
graduate school, now is the
time to plan your attack. You
need to give yourself ample
time to fill out applications, to
write letters of intent and to put
together a portfolio.

Whether you decide
on graduate school
or professional life,
or a combination of
the two, the most
important thing is to
start your prepara
tions as soon as pos
sible, to ensure a
smooth post-college
transition.
You also need letters of
recommendation from profes
sors and past or present
employers, who can help you if
you give them enough warning
time.
Entering graduate „scjhopl

requires that you take a stan
dardized test like the LSAT (for
Law school), the GMAT (for
business school), the MCAT
(for Medical school) or the
GRE (for other graduate sci
ence or art programs).
Take the time to study and
familiarize yourself with the
exam. You might consider
enrolling in one of the many
exam preparation courses.
If you are tom between
working or continuing your
education, you may explore the
possibility of doing both.
There are plenty of people
who attend graduate school
part-time and work full-time,
often because graduate school
is so expensive.
You might broach the topic
with potential employers—
many will encourage you to
continue your education, and
will make accommodations for
potential time conflicts.
Whether you decide on
grad school, professional life,
or a combination of the two, the
most important thing is to start
your preparations as soon as
possible, to ensure a smooth
post-college transition.
If you solidify your plans
early, hearing that word "gradu
ation" will trigger a sense of
accomplistunent.,
,
,

The first American Coffeehouse of the semester is
slated for at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 28 in the Faculty
Lounge. Kick back and relax to a medley of country
music and other good old fashioned American tunes.
The evening is presented by Thom Lewis, the leading
solo acoustic guitarist in the northeastern United States.
Halloween treats and other American treats will be
served. The cost is free for SHU students, and $8 gen
eral admission.

Retreat for religious studies to take place
“Sanctuary,” a day of renewal and retreat will be
held from 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Sunday in the
Faculty Lounge. Dr. Thomas Hicks, professor emeritus
of religious studies, and Dr. Antoinette Bosco will be
the presenters and facilitators. The cost is $49 per per
son and includes brunch. The event is sponsored by the
Institute for Religious Education and Pastoral Studies
(REAPS). For RSPV and reservations, contact Pat
Murphy at 371-7867 or reaps@sacredheart.edu.

Latino Heritage Month celebrated
In honor of Latino Heritage Month, the Latino film
series presents “The Freak” at noon on Tuesday in
Hawley Lounge. Popcorn 2ind soda will be served. For
further information, contact Ali at 416-3269.

Senior portraits taken until Friday
Friday will be the last day for seniors to take their
final portraits for the Prologue 2000 Yearbook.
Reservations could be made by calling 1-800-Our-Year
during normal business hours.
-CompUed by Mike Kuchar

SHU Hockey
League
Win A Free Trip and Lunch in New York City Just By
Going to the Men’s Ice Hockey Home Games!
Great Prizes to Overall Team Winners
FIRST PLACE TEAM - Free Trip to New York City and
Lunch at the All Star Sports Cafe
Second Place Team - Each Team Member Gets Two
Complimentary Passes to the Movies ($15 value)
Third PLace Team - Pizza Party for the Entire Team
Costs Nothing to Join in on the Fun!!!!
Deadline for Team Entries is October 29th

For more information check outflyers on the League in Flik and
the Pitt Center or e-mail Kathy Fortin fortink(a)sacredheart.edu
First Home Game: Pioneers vs. UConn Fru Nov. 5^* at Milford Ice Pavilion...
Admission to game: FREE!
Shuttle Bus to all home games (Only $1)

Arts & Entertainment

Sacred Heart smells what the WWF is cooking
By Brian McGrath
Contributing Writer

A phone rings on an ordi
nary Monday night. Screams
and cheers echo throughout the
Parkridge apartment, and the
phone goes unanswered. A
knock at the door reveals a stu
dent who asks if he has missed
anything.
“No, you didn’t, but next
time, ‘Know your role, Jabroni,’’
yells Robert Alfheim, a junior
from Warwick, N.Y., from the
packed room. “It’s just starting,
so everyone be quiet,’’ he warns,
as he turns up the volume.
Fellow roommates gather in
the living room to get a good
seat. “OK, honey, I have to go
do some work,’’ says Chris
Eaton, a junior from Mason,
N.H., as he puts down the phone
and grabs some popcorn. “Let’s
get it on!’’ he cheers.
“I got two words for you
guys tonight,” says Kris
Tompkins, a junior from
Tomsriver, N.J, as he joins in the
festivities. Kris is suddenly
drawn in by the television and
he never finishes his comment.

The number of spectators
continues to grow, and the whole
room is fired up.
Scenes like the one
described above are repeated all
over Sacred Heart’s campus
when the World Wrestling
Federation is on television.
The WWF, which runs on
Monday, Thursday, and Sunday
nights, is one of many shows
that has attracted students’ atten
tion.
“It’s like a soap opera, but I
actually want to watch,” said
Kristen Rys, a junior from
Southwindsor, Conn.
“I don’t think wrestling is
just for guys either,” added Rys.
“I think both guys and girls can
equally get into it.”
While
waiting
for
“Dawson’s Creek” and “Party of
Five” to role around, many stu
dents have discovered wrestling.
The continuing story line and
tough-guy antics have viewers
coming back each week.
“I think it’s good that
women are now involved in
wrestling, because it shows they
can hang with the guys,” said

Sharon Kyc, a junior from
Southwindsor.
“Although I
mostly watch it for the built
guys,” she added.
The WWF has grown in
popularity recently due to
wrestlers like The Rock, Stone
Cold Steve Austin, Mankind and
The Undertaker.
With each wrestler adding
his own unique characteristic to
the show, the excitement seems
to never end.
“We can see the ceiling
shake above us whenever it’s on
because the guys upstairs just go
crazy for it,” said Rys.
The WWF’s most important
matches, however, are seen on
pay-per-view. It costs $29 to see
the match, but for a die-hard fan,
it’s' well worth it.
“Where else can I see a 250pound man get suplexed for
$29? Forget a spring concert.
Let’s get wrestlers here at SHU
instead,” said Tompkins.
If you don’t know already, the
WWF can be found on the USA
network on Monday from 9-11
p.m., Thursday from 8-10 p.m. on
UPN and Sunday 7-8 p.m.
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Stone Cold Steve Austin (left) and The Rock (right) are two of
wrestling’s most popular figures.

Laughter through the years
By Frances Moore
A&E Editor

Contributed photo

Everything But The Girl’s Ben Watt and Tracey Thorn took
time off before working on their new album “Temperamental.”

It takes time to be ‘Temperamental’
Years of experiences mold new album
Special to the Spectrum
It has been three years since
the release of Everything But
The Girl’s 1996 milestone
album, “Walking Wounded,”
but Ben Watt and Tracey Thom
are finally following it up with
their ninth studio album; entitled
“Temperamental.”
The new album, produced
by Ben, features deep, soulful
house music, hard jazzy dram n
bass rollers and sweet funk and
hip hop.
“When it came to the vocals,
I encouraged Ben to experiment
with my voice more,” said Tracey.
“New sounds, dubbier ideas, but
without losing sight of that intense
one-to-one feeling we got on

“Walking Wounded.”
Many events from Ben’s
three-year hiatus shaped the
new album.
“I was out in the city so
much,” he said.
He went on to explain,“At
night in midweek clubs, coming
home alone from DJing, during
the day record-shopping, watcing people, feeling changed by
what I saw, absorbing. It spoke
to me a lot. A lot of my lyrics
explore this, I think.”
Other lyrics on the album
include “Blame” that Tracey
originally wrote for the 1997
feature film “Welcome to
Sarajevo.”
“Temperamental” is avail
able in stores now.

“There was always the story
in any gathering in Limerick.
Be it boys, girls, the men, the
women, bald facts were consid
ered cold and inhuman; there
fore, all storied events had to be
wrapped in words.
Warm
words, serried words, glittering,
poetic, harsh, and even blasphe
mous words.”
So
begins
Malachy
McCourt’s memoir, “A Monk
Swimming.” And with that said,
McCourt proceeds to lead his
readers through a hilarious jour
ney of love and life from the
lanes of Limerick, to the mean
streets of New York.
Two years ago, McCourt’s
brother, Frank, topped the best
seller charts with his memoir
“Angela’s Ashes.” With Frank’s
novel as a premise, McCourt’s
latest contribution to the literary
world is quite a unique one.
After a growing up in the
poverty-stricken
lanes
of
Limerick, Ireland, deserted by
his alcoholic father, and raised
by his disillusioned mother,
Malachy McCourt sets out to
make his fortune, or at least find
some fun, in America. He does
both.
McCourt uses his talents as
a great storyteller to regale us of
tumultuous younger days,
retelling even the saddest of sto
ries in a humorous light.
In a world clouded by alco

hol, McCourt manages to rise
and fall through all social cir
cles.
He finds financial success
as both a bar-owner and an
actor. He hobnobs with the
Beverly Hills elite. He marries a
beautiful woman, who bears his
two lovely children.
But
family
relations
become
strained
when
McCourt’s drinking begins to
dominate his life.
His life begins a downward
spiral after losing his acting job,
losing his friends and losing his
family.
A job smuggling gold into
Calcutta provides a series of
exciting adventures, but no sta
bility, and McCourt finds that he
is extremely unhappy.
At the book’s end, McCourt
finds that the only way to come
to terms with himself is to make
peace with the people who were
responsible for his formative
years: his parents.
This is just the most basic
plot synopsis, though. Each
page is filled with McCourt’s
delightful anecdotes, some of
which are almost too outrageous
to be true.
But isn’t that the mark of a
great Irish storyteller-a series of
truths and half-truths put togeth
er in an elaborate and attractive
package?
Throughout the book,
McCourt twists and manipulates
the English language in an
extremely witty manner.

His style of writing is so
informal that it almost feels like
having a conversation with
McCourt himself, and you cer
tainly feel as though you know
him well.
In fact, the language alone
makes the book worth reading.
This original tale of a rebel
lious, ornery yet funny young
man (at one point, McCourt is
refused service at a bar because
he will not remove his overcoat,
so, just to show them, he
removes every article of cloth
ing) does more than provide
entertainment and easy reading.
It also gives insight into
many aspects of the Irish way of
life, including a very different
look at the Catholic tradition.
In fact, the book’s title
comes from a part of the Hail
Mary that McCourt had misin
terpreted when he was a boy.
Instead of “Blessed art thou
amongst women,” McCourt
heard, “Blessed art thou, a monk
swimming.”
It seems as though his entire
Catholic upbringing, and per
haps his whole life consists of a
series of humorous misinterpre
tations.
I encourage anyone who
needs some comic relief, to give
McCourt a chance to raise your
spirits a little.
“Cheers!” to Malachy
McCourt on his successful first
effort. His memoir, filled with
wit and candor, is worth a read,
and maybe a second and a third.
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Small dabs of color brighten Gallery exhibit
Special to the Spectrum
“Formal Structure, Color &
Pattern,” an exhibit of paintings
and painted sculptural shapes by
Liz Whitney Quisgard, will
open
at
Sacred
Heart
University’s
Gallery
of
Contemporary Art on Sunday,
Oct. 24, with a reception from
1-3:30 p.m.
The paintings are based
upon architectural shapes, such
as Gothic or Romanesque arch
es viewed from below, and the
sculptures are based upon
columns, both classical and
imaginary.
These works are created by
using layers of small dabs of
brilliant color juxtaposed to cre
ate a dazzling display of jewel
like surfaces.
Quisgard has a compulsion
to create works that cover every
square inch of space on a canvas
or sculptural surface.
The columns combine
Eastern and Western esthetics.
While at times classical in
shape, based upon control and

elimination of the extraneous,
they are covered with such bril
liant color that they evoke a
Moroccan esthetic of intricate
pattern.
This combination of pattern
and bright color is intriguing,
and, at times, disorienting.
Every surface, flat, round
or an edge is painted with a
combination of small bits of
contrasting and sometimes com
plementary colors, which causes
the surfaces to vibrate.
Other columns have fantasy
shapes or resemble eccentric,
huge furniture legs turned on a
lathe, on their way skyward. In
place of the more typical solid
color, their surfaces have been
decorated.
Some of the paintings on
canvas that have a Gothic struc
ture of arches, such as “Arches
and Pendentives,” seem to have
been created by an intense
desire to study each and every
angle, and then to decorate each
inch with jewel-like colors in
which one can lose oneself.
This is the work of a totally

free and uninhibited imagina
tion.
Quisgard graduated from
the Maryland Institute, College
of Art, then received an MFA
from the Maryland Institute
Rineart School of Sculpture.
She has taught at several
colleges and universities in the
Mid-Atlantic region, including
the University of Maryland, and
has also been a theater set
designer.
The artist has exhibited in
numerous galleries and muse
ums across the United States,
including the Andre Emmerich
Gallery in New York, the Art
Institute of Pittsburgh and the
Savannah College of Art and
Design.
Her works appear in many
corporate and private collec
tions, both here and abroad. In
addition, she has completed sev
eral commissions, including an
8-foot-by-40-foot mural in
Photo by Britin Corasaniti

See Exhibit, Page 11

This sculpture, from Quisgard’s exhibit “Formal Structure,
Color & Pattern,” illustrates the intricate detail in her work.

MTV shows ‘Real’ alcohol abuse as millions watch
Tribune Media Services
A young woman’s prob
lems with alcohol abuse have
given MTV’s “Real World”
record-high ratings.
Ruthie Alcaide, a journal
ism
student
at
Rutgers
University, returned to the cast
of the nonfiction show last week
after spending one month in an
alcohol-treatment program.
The show — a weekly
series about what happens

among seven young strangers
living together for four months
— has faithfully documented
Alcaide’s downward spiral. In
one episode, viewers watched
the 21-year-old fall down drunk
in a club and throw up halfnaked in a shower. After she
passed out in her bathroom, the
show ended with emergency
workers pumping her stomach in
an ambulance.
Since the season began in
June, “Real World” has seen a

41 percent jump in the number
of households tuning in each
week. The show, which debuted
in 1992, is now MTV’s highestrated series and has helped lift
the network’s overall ratings, up
18 percent so far this year over
last, to an all-time high.
Alcaide’s problems have
been a significant part of this
season’s “Real World” and its
promotions — something that
MTV executives say has been
instrumental in showing the dark

side of alcohol consumption.
“If you saw what was hap
pening to Ruthie, it would be
very hard to think that alco
holism or excessive drinking is
glorious,” Brian Graden, the net
work’s top programming execu
tive told The Wall Street Journal.
The network also has
defended its decisions not to
intervene or shirk from covering
Alcaide’s substance abuse.
“We’re
documentarians
who want to document young

people’s lives,” said “Real
World”
co-producer John
Murray.
“If we, as older, perhaps
wiser adults, step into every sit
uation and try to solve it for
them, we’re not going to wind
up with a program that deals
with these problems.”
Some cast members wonder
if Alcaide’s return is wise. Colin
Mortensen, a 19-year-old

See Real World, Page 11

Awareness at SHU
By Betania C. Magalhaes
Contributing Writer

According to Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), 8
people under the age of 21 die every day in an alcohol-related
accidents.
Here at Sacred Heart, we are all influenced by the adverse
affects of alcohol, whether it be alcohol abuse or toink driving.
N0 one is untouched by the dangers.
l i s For this reason, SHU will recognize Alcohol Awareness
W^k from October 25 through October 29.
Different student organizations have been planning for this
event since the beginning of the semester The SHU Pla;^,!
Sacred Heart’s student theater organization, will use the stage |o
promote knowledge and responsibility.
Since September, 7 SHU students have been writing, editing,
and rehearsing monologues dealing with all aspects of alcohol.
This production is unique because the monologues are written by
the Students, sharing their visions of alcohol’s affdet on the world.
The cast includes senior Chris Bowley, junior Gary Baril,
freshman Jen Bush, sophomore Lee-Ann Galli and several othi ers. Each class is represented.
According to Professor Richard McKinnon, faculty advisor
of the SHU Players, “This performance is a moving and intense
ly personal look into the minds of seven unique characters.”
These students, under the direction of English faculty mem
ber Mark Edwards, will showcase their efforts in three perform
ances: October 25 at 10 am, October 26 at 1p.m. and October 28
at 1 p.m. The shows will be held in the Theater, and they are free
to SHU students.
Come, bring your friends, and see this moving part of
Alcohol Awareness Week. The SHU Players meet every Monday
evening in the Mahogany Room at 9pm. For more information
about the SHU Players, you can contact McKinnon by SHU net
work e-mail.

EARN GREAT CASH!!
Full-Time babysitter/nanny needed for 2 weekdays
and weekends to watch two adorable children,
ages 5 & 6.
NO CAR NEEDED!!! I’LL PICK YOU UP!!
Great opportunity for foreign exchange students.
Babysit for me and live rent-free on a charming horse
farm located just 10 minutes from Sacred Heart.
^Willing to take you in during holidays while
you housesit.
m pay you top dollar to help a single mom. You
will earn enough to cover books and have tons left.
If you want to line your pockets, call Anne at;
268-2694
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Film fans flock to ‘American Beauty’
ODB’s listeners say,
‘Shape up or shut-up’
By Erik Hanson

Contributing Writer

By Chris Snyder
Contributing Writer

The man sits down in
front of his computer, pushes
the button to open the CDROM drive in his computer,
and pops in a CD thinking,
“This should be a trip.”
But as the music starts, he
begins to laugh as he says,
“This is the stupidest thing
I’ve ever heard.”
The man is me, and the
CD is the horrible new offer
ing from the Ol’Dirty Bastard,
entitled “N***a Please.”
From beginning to end, the
songs in this CD just get
worse.
What you get for your
money is the same old beats,
the same old swears, the same
or Dirty Bastard.
You might remember him.
He’s the guy who changed his
moniker to Big Baby Jesus,
got arrested for shoplifting and
then got shot while his apart
ment was being robbed. It’s
lucky for us there are no
Romans to crucify him, lest he
become a rap martyr.
Consider, for a moment,
the history of rap music. It’s
gone from the bragging style
of smack-talking done by Run
DMC and L.L. Cool J (before
he tried to be hardcore with
“Mama Said Knock You Out”)
to the gun-toting, thug attitude
of the early nineties, pioneered
by the likes of N.W.A.
But even Dr. Dre doesn’t

rhyme his name with “AK”
anymore. Why? The phase is
gone.
Sure, there are still hard
core rappers like DMX. But
the “gansta” style is not the
norm now. Rap, in some ways,
has grown up, and a few per
formers have been left behind.
The ODB is one of them (so
are the rest of the Wu-Tang
Clan, for that matter).
The songs on this album
are
intensely
juvenile.
Profanity and misogyny pre
vail.
It’s hard to take a musi
cian seriously when all he can
manage to do is swear, mum
ble and slur. None of these
songs make sense. It’s straight
trash talking with no point or
message. The best thing about
this CD is that it ends.
Here’s the bottom line:
would you have a conversation
with someone who does noth
ing but swear? The only peo
ple who might find anything of
value on this CD are those who
buy into the ghetto bravado
attitude.
Unfortunately, the WuTang Clan has enough of a rep
utation to make this album
sell, and too many people will
identify with the words in the
songs, to the detriment of sociThis album leaves me
wanting to say. If the ODB
can’t get high no more, what
would you ask him?”

Studofts: Cum Experiaici...

Laszlo's Arts Cafe
a coffae hpusa & moral

‘4
179 M§/n St •fft2S* Monm • 469-8889

After a summer of block
buster action films and dull
comedies, the fall season looks
promising after the opening of
“American Beauty.”
“American Beauty” focuses
on the life of Lester Burnham,
played by Kevin Spacey.
Burnham is an employee of
14 years at a media marketing
magazine.
When another
employee tells him that the com
pany is downsizing, and he
could lose his job, Lester must
write a summary detailing his
qualifications for the firm.
This, combined with his
joyless marriage to his realtor
wife, wonderfully played by
Annette Bening, and his helpless
relationship with his daughter
Janie, played by Thora Birch,
leads to somewhat of a mid-life
crisis for Lester.
Lester’s lack of motivation
is regained when he meets
Janie’s teenage friend, Angela, a
seductive cheerleader, played by
Mena Suvari.
Director Sam Mendes cap
tures Lester’s fantasies through

Real World:
Antics find an
audience
Continued from page 10
currently on the show, told
TheWall Street Journal that
the “Real World” is the wrong
place for someone with a
drinking problem.
The show “is conducive
to heavier drinking” and “isn’t
a good environment for some
one to recover in or be safe” if
they are struggling with addic
tion, he said. Put a group of
young people together and
“what are they going to do?”
he asked. “They party.”
Alcaide has refused inter
views to discuss the matter.
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and in ‘The Blue Room,” star
ring Nicole Kidman.
With his latest excursion on
the big screen, he has shown that
he is equally successful within
the new medium.
Mendes’ only request was
that he be given artistic freedom
on the film, which was possible
due to the relatively low budget
of the film (only $15 million).
“I want Annette Bening and
Kevin Spacey to star, and I want
Conrad Hall as my cinematogra
pher,” demanded Mendes.
And his wish was granted.
Having a British director
capture the reality of suburban
life in America raised many eye
brows in Hollywood.
“Sometimes it takes some
one who can take a step back,”
said Mendes, in a recent inter
view. “Objectivity can be a
good thing.”
In its three weeks of Umited
release, “Beauty” grossed more
than $18 million, and went
nationwide on Oct. 8.
It appears as though
Mendes is destined to have a
long career in Hollywood. His
“American Beauty” stands out
as a dramatic comedy.

A&E Briefs
Guys and Dolls
Check out the latest production at The Center for
the Performing Arts at Sacred Heart at 8 p.m. tomor
row night in the theater. “Guys and Dolls,” which is
directed by Maureen Hamill and stars Robert S. Fallon,
finishes its run this Sunday. Performances are at 8
p.m. Friday and at 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. For
more information, contact the theater box office at
374-2777.

Celebrity forum in Stamford
Elaine May, actor, playwright and screenwriter, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. this Sunday, Oct. 24 at the Stamford
Center for the Arts. May received an Oscar nomina
tion for her screenplay of “Heaven Can Wait,” which
she wrote with Warren Beatty. She also wrote “The
Birdcage” and “Primary Colors.” This year she will be
making her Broadway debut directing her new play
“Taller Than a Dwarf.” The event will be taped and
aired on Connecticut Public Television. Tickets are
$15. For more information, call 325-4466.

Toad’s Place
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beautifully
crafted
dream
sequences, complete with rose
petals.
In an attempt to recapture
his youth, Lester meets up with
his teenage neighbor Ricky
Fitts, played by newcomer Wes
Bentley. Scenes of drug use and
excessive sexual innuendo fuel
this film into complete reality.
While Lester’s road takes
many turns throughout the pic
ture, the viewer ckn empathize
with his attempt at recapturing
the good in his life.
Spacey expertly fills his
role with heart-felt humor, and
some critics assert that this
could be his Oscar-winning role.
The script for “American
Beauty,” which was written by
Alan Ball, a writer for the criti
cally
acclaimed
sit-com
“Cybill,” was immediately pur
chased by Dreamworks Pictres.
The concern was to find a
director capable of handling the
subject-matter.
So Steven
Spielberg,
co-owner
of
Dreamworks, handed it to
British stage-director Mendes.
Mendes has made quite an
impression on the stage lately
with his revival of “Cabaret,”

Baltimore and a 47-foot-by
140-foot mural in Atlanta.
Coupled with the exhibit,
which runs through Nov. 21,
Quisgard will present an Artist’s
Talk on Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. in the
Gallery.
With its vibrant colors and
intricate detail, Quisgard’s
exhibit promises to be a worth
while experience.
The Gallery is open on
Sundays from 12-4 p.m., and
Monday through Thrusday from
12-7 p.m.

Fans of Simple Jim will have a chance to see them
perform tonight, as they open for The Smithereens at
8:30 p.m tonight, at Toad’s Place in New Haven.
Other bands that can be seen at Toad’s place this
month include Shannon Curfman, opened by Sweeter
; .^han Wine, on Oct. 25, Type-0 Negative oi Oct. 28
and They Might Be Giants on Oct. 29. Ticket prices
for each event vary. For more information, call Toad’s
Place at 624-TOAD (8623).

Family Weekend
Sacred Heart’s Family Weekend kicks off tomor
row. Check in is from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Art
Gallery, followed by the “Off to Never-Neverland”
gathering from 8-12 p.m. in the Dining Hall.
Saturday’s events include the “Who’s Been Eating My
Poridge” breakfast in the Pitt Center, “The
Hunchback’s Festival of Foods” at Campus Field,
“Beanstalk Bingo” at 7 p.m. in me Dining Hail and the
“Glass Slipper Soiree”
-Compiled by Frances Moore
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Sacred Heart
teams struggling
to be competitive
By Kelly-Ann Franklin
Sports Editor

Here’s a brief rundown on
the records of our sports teams
here at SHU:
Football: 1-6, 0-4
Women’s soccer 5-7-1, 3-4Men’s soccer 2-10, 0-5
Field hockey 2-13, 1-7
Women’s volleyball 1-26,
0-4
File photo

The women’s basketball team plays weekly scrimmages against Fairfield University.

Women’s basketball
matches up with Fairfield
By Megan Ambrose
Contributing Writer

The Lady Pioneers step on
the court each week feeling con
fident about the team they are to
face.
“Hey, who should I guard?”
says one of the Pioneer players.
Another jokingly
replies,
“Guard number 21... and why
don’t you try to stop her this
week?”
Players don’t check the
schedule week after week to see
what team they will face next
because it is a known fact.
Fairfield University is its weekly
opponent here in the preseason.
The
Sacred
Heart
University women’s basketball
team scrimmages the Lady Stags

on Thursday and Sunday of each
week. Since there is no chance
the Pioneeers will face Fairfield
in their regular schedule, the two
teams play eachother now in the
preseason.
Fairfield is already at the
level of competition that the
women will be facing as the
transition to Division I is com
pleted.
Last year, the Lady Pioneers
faced Fairfield in their post-sea
son which was setup by the two
coaches. This year, the head
coaches decided the teams will
play eachother during preseason
and it is up to the team to take it
from there.
The teammates must decide
when and where to play since
the coaches are not allowed to

Cross Country teams
place well in N.E. ’s
By Emily Greenough
Staff Writer

The Sacred Heart cross
country teams faced some of the
toughest teams in the region at
the New England champi
onships at Franklin Park in
Boston last Friday.
The men remained pretty
much where they were previ
ously by placing 32nd out of 39.
Sophomore Chris Ciparelli
is in top-notch condition, run
ning his fastest five miles in
26:30, while freshman Brian
Koch also ran his personal best
of 26:33, beating his old time by
more than two minutes.
“Several guys had big
breakthroughs in this race,” said
Christian Morrison, coach of
both teams. “But the emergence
of Brian Koch, in particular, is
really going to strengthen this
team up front for the rest of the
season.”
Senior co-captains Brian
Williams and Ed Mahoney also
ran well for the team. Mahoney
ran his personal best of 28:05,
Williams ran a time of 27:06.
The women performed bet-

ter than last year, placing 24th
out of 45 teams.
The women’s team had
eight runners under 21:00 on the
fast 3.1 mile course for the first
time ever.
Junior Heather Stockton
also ran her seasonal best time
of 18:53, which is her second
fastest time ever. Senior co-cap
tain Jennifer McGovern and
freshman Kristi Plourde ran
their personal best times which
were 19:42 and 20:55 respec
tively.
“The women had a bit of an
off race,” saidiMorrison. “But I
know they’ll be ready for the
big races ahead.”
Other ruimers for the men
with their times were junior
Eddie Njai with 27:47, sopho
mores John Morash at 29::28,
Brian Wrinkle following closely
at 29:46.
The women had freshman
Suzy D’Angelo finishing with
McGovern at 19:42. Kim
Almeida
(20:15),
Diane
Aiksnoras (20:24) and Michelle
Wesolowski (20:38) also ran for
the women.

present at the games.
After several weeks of
scrimmaging Fairfield, SHU has
returned with several wins.
“I feel it is good that we
scrimmage a different team at
this stage of the season,” said
Heather Coonradt, a junior and
third year player from Ithaca,
N.Y. “With six new faces we
learn earlier how we work as a
team.”
This season the Pioneers
will be facing top D-I schools in
Georgetown, Harvard, Ohio
State and Yale.
“I am excited that we get
the opportunity to play these big
schools so we can see how good
we are,” said Leslie Newhard
(sophomore, second year player
from Northampton, P.A.)

Athlete of
the Week

Senior tight end Chris
Wilkinson of New
Hartford, N.Y. moved
farther up the receiving
charts with three catch
es for 65 yards and
one TD against
Stonybrook.
Of the 38 completions
this year by SHU quar
terbacks, 22 have been
to Wilkinson. The sen
ior moves up to second
place on SHU’s all-time
receptions list with two
catches against Robert
Morris Saturday. With
94 more yards, he will
become only the 2nd
Pioneer to break 1,000.

Okay, okay. I’ve heard
enough of the complaining and
crying by some of the student
body that we have no winning
teams here at school.
So none of our athletic
teams here at Sacred Heart are
doing too great. So what.
Did anyone really, truly
believe that we’d be competitive
in our inaugural season of
Division I competition? Come
on, if you actually thought that,
I got some swamp land behind
East Hall to sell you.
When the school was
Division II, all of our sports,
save the football team, were
able to at least have a .500
record year after year.
It was even plausible to
think one or two might win a
championship. In fact, many
here’'may not know it, but bur
field hockey team just happened
to be co-champions of the NEC
last year. Just thought you might
like to know.
Our men’s and women’s
icehockey teams are relatively
young, so they can’t be expected
to be tops of the league yet. But
our men tied UConn last year
and our women were leading the
league for awhile. Impressed
yet?
Let’s not forget that our
softball team is coached by one
of the most talented coaches in
New England and has a history
of winning titles.
We’ve added swimming
and wrestling, which I might
mention had an outstanding
showing at Midnight Madness
last Friday.
I would dare say that the
entire team showed up, painted
chests and all to show their
enthusiasm for the school (or
maybe it was the idea that they
could win money for the most
school spirit, who knows).
What’s interesting to me is
that everyone likes to complain,
but how can our teams be
expected to do well if they see
that they’re own peers don’t
care about them unless they’re
winning?
It’s disappointing to see that
the many field hockey, soccer,
lacrosse and softball games that
I’ve attended in my three and a
half year stint here at Sacred
Heart has barely seen enough
people in the stands to warrant a
Division III rating.
If we are to become
Division I in any way shape or

form, it has to be done not only
with a restructuring of our ath
letic programs, but also within
the student body itself.
Let’s take an example from
the men’s and women’s basket
ball programs at UConn. Of
course we’re no where near
where they are at this point in
time, but we could be. Our
sports marketing is doing a great
job in promoting our sports with
the creation of the inaugural
logo, the t-shirt gun that shoots
out shirts to the fans at football
games and also at Midnight
Madness.
I was quite proud to walk in
and see that we actually filled
the stands for Midnight
Madness this year. It was
impressive because in the three
years that I’ve gone to Madness,
no one was interested. In fact,
there were more athletes there,
friends and family, cheerleaders
and band members than just stu
dents who wanted to root for the
basketball teams.
Dare I say that maybe our
teams could use a little support
on the field, maybe a little
cheering in the stands? The foot
ball team pulls in more fans that
any other sport, yet it has one of
the worst records (1-6) in the
rigij[iill!**iiiiri—III'm
Our women’s soccer team
carries THE best goalkeeper in
New England and holds the best
record currently at 5-7-1, 3-4-1
in NEC competition.
Oh, and we have a golf
team, of which the women
placed seventh in the Northeast
Conference Championships two
weeks ago.
Sacred Heart University is a
relatively young school. We
have a lot less alumni than any
other private university and
therefore a lot less tradition.
Athletic-wise, it’ll take some
time for our teams to be compet
itive on the D-I level.
In fact. I’d like to make a
prediction now that it’ll take
about 10 years for us to be up to
snuff. So none of us will be here
then, at least we can say we
went here and are proud to call
ourselves alumni.
I understand that for stu
dents here at Sacred Heart to be
happy, they need to complain
about something.
FLIK is getting old. East
Hall is old news as well, com
plaints about Res. Life in gener
al are stupid, so we start to com
plain that our sports are terrible.
My recommendation to the
students here: try coming out
and supporting our teams; foot
ball, soccer, field hockey, softball, basketball or whatever.
They aren’t terrible, they
just need time to adjust to their
new surroundings, just like you
did when you first arrived here
on campus.
Give ‘em a break, will ya?
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Sports Schedules
October 21- 28
Sunday
Thursday
Field hockey @
University of
Connecticut 3:00 p.m.
i

Queens rugby @
Vassar College 2:00
p.m.
X-Men rugby @
Montclair

Friday
Men’s Soccer @ St.
Francis (NY) 4:00 p.m.

Men’s Soccer @
Boston College 1:00
p.m.

Saturday
File photo

The women’s volleyball team is trying to keep up with its D-I opponents this season.

Volleyball staying tough
this conference the last two
years in a row.”
Sports Editor
In that match, SHU as a
As with all of the athletic team registered 45 kills with
teams here at Sacred Heart, the senior
Tricia
Moore
women’s volleyball team has (Lindenhurst, N.Y.) knocking
had to face some pretty stiff down 20. Sophomore Katie
competition in Division I play Sammon practically assisted the
and as a result, are looking out entire team, taking 40 of 41
from under the rock of a 1-26,0- assists for her own.
4 NEC record.
“I truly believe that if you
“We can play well, and we take the team we have now, and
do play well,” said Scott Carter, you put them back where we
head coach of the team. “You were last year, you’re seeing a
look at our season, you look at very good Division II team,”
our record and our record is not said Carter. “(Right now) You’re
indicative of how we’ve been seeing a low level Division I
playing.”
team. And that is what I’m bas
team faced off against ing our improvements on.”
three tough opponents in a row
Carter says that this sea
in UMBC, Yale, and Army and sons’ schedule was created
dropped all three but Carter does aggressively to compete on a
not feel that’s what’s important. national level in order to devel
What is important, accord op a better program.
ing to Carter, is that the team has
“We’re going out right now
been able to improve steadily and playing teams we know
from the beginning of the season we’re not going to beat,” said
and in fact was able to play Carter. “And theoretically we
UMBC to a five game match.
shouldn’t beat. These are
“We’re not winning match schools. Army, Syracuse, West
es, but we’re playing well,”said Virginia,(etc.) that have been
Carter. “We played UMBC to Division I for a long time. And
five games, and played the last they’re good. They’ve had time
game 16-14. UMBC has won to grow and establish as a team.
By Kelly-Ann Franklin

SHU Soccer:

hoping for a
playoff spot this year

establish tradition.”
Despite the tough schedul
ing for this season. Carter is
optimistic about the growth of
his own team.
“Also in Division I, this is
our first year. It’s a matter of
transition, not a physical transi
tion but mental transition,” said
Carter. “What you’re looking at
getting your team to understand
that there are steps to take... you
don’t take a giant leap to the
top.”
Beyond the physical aspect
of losing games. Carter feels
that mentally his team is losing
due to the frustrations of not
being able to get a win.
“I don’t think they are phys
ical! tired as they are mentally
tired,” said Carter. “At this point
in time it’s been a tough sea
son... when you go out and you
lose and you go out and you
lose. But that’s what we as a
coaching staff is trying to drill
into them that hey, you’re play
ing well.”
“I could very easily go out
and schedule teams at this level
that we could beat. But what’s
that doing for our program?”

Sports
Records as of
10/18/99

Continued from Page 16

2-1 win. With the two goals,
SHU’s solid stretch run has Simmons was named NEC’s
put them in a position to make a Rookie-of-the-Week..
run at a Northeast Conference
Tuesday, Stonybrook out
playoff spot in its debut year at played Sacred Heart, totaling 29
the D-I level.
shots versus only two for the
The team has begun its Pioneers. Stonybrook got on the
final eight days of the season in the board early in the game
sole possession of the fourth and when first half goals by Kristin
final spot.
Lynch and Krisha Zagura got
With the help of freshman past Guameri.
Danielle
Robenhymer
Other seniors for the
(Manchester) the team posted a Pioneers in their final game are
3-2 win over the University at Frances Moore, Peggy Feldt,
Albany. Robenhymer blasted Darcie Britner and Catherine
home a point-blank shot late in Cullins.
the second half to give her team
Higgens has scored five
the win.
goals as a Pioneer so far while
Sophomore Kristen Walker Moore has earned six points in
(Merrick, N.Y) headed in her her career. Majeski has earned
team-leading sixth goal of the numerous NECC honors.
season.
The Pioneers’ final confer
Against St. Francis, fresh ence game is this Saturday at
man
Barbara
Simmons Long Island University, one of
(Lindenhurst, N.Y.) scored her three teams currently one point
second goal of the week in the behind SHU in the standings.

Football 1-6, 0-4 NEC
Field hockey 2-13, 0-5
NEC
Women’s volldyball 126, 0-4 NEC
Women’s Soccer 5-71, 3-4-1 NEC
Men’s Soccer 2-10, 0-5
NEC
X-Men rugby: 5-1
Queens rugby: 4-1

Football @ Central
Connecticut 1:00 p.m.
Field hockey vs.
Columbia University
2:00 p.m.
Women’s Soccer @
Long Island University
1:00 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball @
Fairleigh Dickinson
1:00 p.m.
Cross Country @ CTC
Championships 12:00 p

Women’s Volleyball @
Wagner College 1:00
p.m.

Monday
Women’s Soccer @
Seton Hall 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Field hockey @
Towson 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Men’s Soccer vs.
Central Connecticut
1:00 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball vs.
Central Connecticut
7:00 p.m.

Sports Briefs
Men’s Ice hockey opens in Canada
Sacred Heart opened their season on Saturday with
a 4-1 loss at McGill University (Montreal, Quebec),
marking the earliest the Pioneers have had a season
opener. Junior goalkeeper Alexis Jutras-Binet kept the
hosts off the board for the first 30 minutes making 17
saves. Freshman Dave Brito scored the first goal for
the team off assists from Martin Paquet and Lloyd
Marks.

Men’s and Women’s tennis
The men invaded the Big East before Columbus
weekend when they traveled to Seton Hall. The
Pioneers dropped a 6-1 decision with freshman Maijan
Kaljaj winning at third singles. The women dropped
identical 7-2 matches to Iona College and Stonybrook.
Junior Jessica Magri and freshman Sonia Jalli scored
all four points for the Pioneers by each posting 2-0
weeks at second and third singles, respectively.

Women’s Golf
The women competed in the Northeast Conference
Championships in Frederick, MD before Columbus
weekend. The Pioneers finished seventh, and were
paced by Elizabeth Fuentes, whose score of 183 was
good for 15th place overall.

X-Men and Queens rugby
The men lost a tough game last weekend to Marist
College 14-8,but came out strong against Drew
University with a win 46-0, this past Sunday to follow
up the Queens performance of shutting out both
Fairfield and Drew in the same week with scores of 70, and 15-0.

Women’s swimming
SHU dropped their season opener 136-92 Saturday
afternoon against Stonybrook. Patti Saums was a mul
tiple winner for the Pioneers, finishing first in the 200
freestyle and 100 backstroke. Saums was also part of
SHU’s winning 400 free relay team.
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Field hockey breaks slide; Pioneers iced
team beats Rider 3-2
By Ed Bourget
Staff Writer

Special to the Spectrum
A goal with just over a minute left capped a
rousing comeback, giving Sacred Heart
University a 3-2 Northeast conference win over
Rider University at a rainy Campus Field over
Columbus weekend. The team then hosted Brown
University and dropped a 6-1 game.
Sacred Heart led the Rider game briefly at 10 off a launched shot from the stick of senior
Sarah Morrill (Augusta, M.E.).
A goal by Rider sophomore Mandie Walker
four minutes into the second half then gave the
visitors a 2-1 lead.
Two goals in six minutes propelled Sacred
Heart to victory, stopping a seven game slide.
Both of the Pioneers’ final goals were scored off
well executed penalty comers.
Senior Lauren Wiggins (Plymouth, P.A.)
poked home the game tying goal with seven min
utes left off a mad scramble in front of the net.
Morrill and Kristen Lee (West Townsent, M.A.)
assisted on the shot.
Junior Ashley Anderson (Dover Plains, N.Y.)
tallied the game-winning score six minutes later.
Junior Jeanne Williams (Centereach, N.Y.) pushed
a comer toward Anderson, who rocketed the shot
to the far side of the cage past the Rider goal
keeper.

SHU outshot Rider 14-9 and had the edge in
penalty comers at 14-13. Goalkeeper Ginny
Capicchioni made seven saves in the game.
The win gave SHU a split of the season
series. Rider scored a 4-2 win earlier this fall.
Sixteenth-ranked Brown University scored
five times in the first half and cmised to its 6-1
victory over SHU at Campus Field,
The Pioneers played the Bears evenly in the
second half, but could not make up the five-goal
deficit facing them after the first half. Held with
out a shot on goal in the first. Sacred Heart played
Brown to a 1-1 tie in the second, recording all six
shots and all six penalty comers after the half.
Sacred Heart’s Williams got the team on the
board when she was left all alone in front of the
cage and and one-timed a pass from the right cor
ner past Brown’s keeper. But that was all of the
offense the Pioneers could muster.
SHU was severly outshot in the game 31-6
but was almost even with penalty comers, 8-6.
Capicchioni recorded 18 saves.
Brown recorded its ninth win of the season
while the Pioneers now drop to 2-11/1-5 NEC.
The Pioneers final home game is this
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. against Ivy League oppo
nent Columbia.

The Pioneer hockey team
traveled to Montreal over the
weekend to play its earliest sea
son opener ever. It lost its first
game of the season to McGill
University by a score of 4-1.
The weekend was not a
total disappointment for the
team, there were many bright
spots throughout the trip.
“Overall the weekend was a
success,” said Shaun Hannah,
“But we cannot except the loss.”
The Pioneers came out
quick as Dave Brito dented the
twine in the first period to give
his club the lead. It was Brito’s
first career collegiate goal.
Martin Paquet and Lloyd
Marks tallied the assists on the
goal.
“I really didn’t even think
about it at the time,” said Brito.
“I was just happy our team was
on the board. My main concern
was winning the game.”
McGill answered back in
the second period when the
Redmen scored on a two-man
advantage. The score remained

even for the remainder of the
period.
The reason for the low scor
ing early on: the goaltending.
SHU’s Alexis Jutras-Binet
stopped all 17 shots fired at him
and Eddy Fehri turned away 23
shots.
“I’ve never seen Alexis that
enthusiastic,” said sophomore
Chris Ferazzoli. “He was on top
of every aspect of his game. He
was extremely quick too.”
The Redmen tallied three
goals in the third period to put
the game out of reach. The
Pioneers had plenty of chances
to win the game, but were
unable to bury the biscuit.
“As a group, we were dis
appointed with the loss,” said
Hannah. “The trip was success
ful because it gave the team an
opportunity to travel together
and develop a strong team
chemistry.”
The Pioneers are looking
forward to their first regular sea
son game against Quinnipiac on
Friday Oct. 29. The Braves are
one of the strongest teams in the
league and it should be a great
test for this year’s team.

Pioneer Classifieds
Childcare: Charming
horse farm with two chil
dren 3 and 5 need help.
Flexible hours. Some
afternoons and evenings.
Must be experienced,
drive own car, and have
good references. Fax
name, number, ect., to
255-2894. 255-5385 Voice
Spring Break 2000
The Millenium” A new
decade...nee in Travel
Free Trips, Free Meals
and Drinks
Jamaica, Cancun,
Florida, Barbados,
Bahamas. Book Before
Nov. 5 for FREE Measls
& 2 Free Trips. Book
before DEC. 17 FOR
LOWER PRICES!! 1800-426-7710 www.sunsplashtours.com
Babysitter needed for
7 and 4 year old girls.
Monday and Wednesday
noon to 5 p.m.. Nonsmoker. Own transporta
tion to work. Must drive.
Call 203-227-0063.
PART TIME HELP
WANTED. Leisure Tours
International, a spring
?reak tour operator, seeks
3art time office help of
10-20 hours/week,
5etween 3 to 10 p.m..
Outgoing personality and
good phone skills a must!
$7.00/hour plus a free
spring break trip! Call
373-1700.

Employment Opportunities!

ACT NOW! Call for
the best spring break
prices! South Padre (free
meals), Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida and Mardi Gras.
Reps needed. Travel free,
earn $$$. Discounts for 6+. WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM / 800-8388203.

Students with an
Upbeat attitude and ready
smile are needed to fill
openings on our staff.- A¥ewill provide you with
great pay, a fun working
environment and a chance
to learn. Contact Chris at
Aspetuck Valley Country
Club 226-4701 or 3334580.

Wanted: Reliable
Family/Homework Helper.
5 miles from SHU cam
pus. Two to three after
noons per week 3:00 to
6:00-extra hours possible.
Initial days Monday,
Wednesday, Friday. Must
have acar and references,
non-smoker, prefer educa
tion major. Please call
Alicia at 374-7864.

Spring Break 2000
with STS- Join America’s
#1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and
Floida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call 1-800648-4849 or visit online
@ www.ststravel.com

Help Wanted:
Administrative Assistant.
$7/hr Filing, data entry,
office duties Best Friends
Pet Care. Norwalk, Conn.
Call: John lieyder, 203750-5210.
Part Time Child
Care: Fun, responsible
sitter needed to pick up at
school, supervise late
afternoons for two great
kids. 3-4 days/week 36:30 p.m. You must have
experience, car, and good
references. Call Dave:
227-4902 Eves: 254-9530

Browse icpt.com for
Spring Break “2000”.
ALL destinations offered.
Trip participants. Student
Orgs & Campus Sales
Reps wanted. Fabulous
parties, hotels and prices.
Call Inter-Camps 800327-6013.
HELP WANTED
Preschool Teachers Asst.
Minimum 1 afternoon
effective immediately to
increase to 2/3 afternoons
in January. Addt’l substi
tute hours available.
Experience and/or educ.
required. $7.50/hr First
Steps Learning Center
Trumbull. 459-8194

PAID INTERNPT/College credit. FUN,
young. Technical
RECRUITING firm,
Southport;-krtemet”
research, phone skills,
business/sales/marketing,
learn about CT/NY busi
ness, headhunters &
JOBS! 203-222-2222, fax
203-222-2223—Amanda
Overweight?
I lost 3 dress sizes in 10
Weeks, safely, finally!
Call me to find out how!
203-563-9055

Help Wanted. Wait staff.
No experience necessart.
FT/PT. Apply in person
or the Plaza Diner
Restaurant 925-5910, 737
Bridgeport Ave. Shelton.
Creative minds wanted
Part time position in fun,
friendly environment.
Paint your own pottery.
Shop has flexible hours.
Weekends a must. 3191273.
EXTRA INCOME FOR
‘99
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details- Rush $1 with
SASE to GROUP nVE,
6547 N. Academy Blvd.
PMB-N, Colorado
Springs, CO 80918

Th^
^trum
still needs
staff writers
and photog
raphers.
Write for an
award win
ning college
weekly
newspaper.

Call 3717963 and
ask for Matt
or Brian.

Women’s soccer pushing for playoff spot
until Tuesday’s
loss
to
Stonybrook,
2-0.
Guameri
made
Staff Writer
17 saves in that game.
On a Sunday at noon the
However, the Monmouth
women’s soccer team faced game proved to be a worthwhile
Monmouth University in the afternoon in their final home
final home game of the season, game.
and the seniors -last game at
Co-captains
Michelle
Campus Field.
Majeski and Jennifer Higgens
On Senior Day at SHU, it played some of the best defense
was a junior goalkeeper who of their careers. Higgens’
Stole the show as Monmouth stealthy steals and Majeski’s
and Sacred Heart played to a clears helped to keep Monmouth
scoreless tie.
from scoring on Guameri.
Keeper Carlin Guameri,
Majeski almost put SHU on
with another season yet ahead of the board off of a direct kick that
her, averted many Monmouth just missed the upper right-hand
scoring opportunities with out comer in the first overtime.
stretched
slap-saves
of Junior Elena Rosero missed
grounders and risers, making 18 wide left by just inches in the
total saves in the game and low second overtime for the team’s
ering her goals-against average two best scoring opportunities in
to 1.43 in her 14th shutout of her the game.
career. Her fourth of the season.
Guarneri was unscored See SHU Soccer, Page 14
upon in 259 minutes of action
By Gabriel Bonanni

Photo by Matt Duda

Elena Rosero chases down the ball during Sunday’s double-overtime game against Monmouth.

Radulski fired as head football coach at SHU
By Matt Duda
Co-Editor-in-Chief

As score tickers on CBS
and ESPN flashed football
results
national audiencesweek after week, SHU’s
football team became infamous
as a university with a down-inthe-dumps program.
Two weeks ago. Athletic
Director Don Cook sat down
with coach Tom Radulski to dis
cuss the direction of the pro

gram. By the time the meeting
ended, Radulski had agreed to
relinquish control of the pro
gram.
"We acknowledged that the
program is m a situation where
we

didn’t

anticipate

much

improvement over the course of
the
year,"
Cook
said,
"Originally , we asked if he
would consider coaching the
balance of the season. He gave
it some thought, but he didn’t
think he could do that."

Radulski, who could not be
reached for comment, ended his
three and a half year tenure with
an overall record of 4-28. Walt
Czekaj (pronounced CHECKEYE) has assumed the role of
interim head coach.
Cook said that the move
was timed to give Radulski an
opportunity to secure other
employment.
"Often times
when schools wait until the end
of the season to do something
like this, the coaches get denied

an opportunity because it hap
pened so late."
Chris Wilkinson, a senior
co-captain from New Hartford,
N.Y., said the move shook the
team. "It was a slap in the face to
us, “Wilkinson said. “There’s a
time and a place for things like
that to be done.”
"It was weird not seeing
coach Radulski last Saturday,"
Wilkinson said of last week’s
48-0 loss at Robert Morris.
Cook said SHU will con

duct a national search for a
replacement. Ideal candidates
would have a good track record
for building winning programs.
"As a fan, I like an enter
taining form of football," Cook
said. "I guess the ultimate form
of entertainment is winning."
The move was a difficult
one to make. Cook said. "It’s
tough to have to do this to a
friend.

Midnight Madness drives
SHU students to craziness
By Matt Duda
Co-Editor-in-Chief

If the same crowd that filled
the Pitt Center last Friday
returns for home basketball
games, the Pioneers will be
known for having the rowdiest
fans
in
the
Northeast
Conference.
At least 1,000 SHU students
screamed, stomped and wel
comed in SHU’s first Division I
basketball season.
Midnight Madness, a tradi
tion at SHU and other colleges
across the country, celebrates the
first day of practice for basket
ball squads.
Most in attendance agreed
that this Midnight Madness sur
passed the others.
"This blew last year’s
away," said sophomore Tom
Dotty, a wrestler from Staten
Island, N.Y. "The crowd was
more into it this year. "
The carnival atmosphere
electrified the stadium from the
time doors opened at 11 p.m.
until the slam dunk competition
wrapped up at 1 a.m. The cheer

leading team, in addition to
whipping the crowd into a fren
zy, distributed free pizzas, cour
tesy of Midnight Madness spon
sor Sergio’s.
Tee-shirts, fired from a can
non, were flung into the crowd.
It’s a good thing, too. The
wrestling team, the most spirited
organization in attendance, for
got to wear theirs. Instead, the
shirtless athletes backflipped
and turned handsprings across
the court.
The most unique act of the
night consisted of Skip Banks
baloon act. Banks inflated a
large baloon and proceeded to
stuff his entire body, head first,
into it.
Three students had a chance
to win $10,000 in tuition by
sinking a layup, free throw,
three-pointer and half-court bas
ket in 30 seconds. None of
them made it past the third bas
ket.
Joe Baris, a senior from
West Warwick, R.I, needed to
drain two consecutive half-court
shot to win $25,000 cash. Baris’
first attempt bounced high off
the backboard, earning him the

secon-place prize, a $25 gift cer
tificate to the Angus Steakhouse.
It’s a good thing Baris
missed. If his shots went in, the
Pitt Center’s walls couldn’t have
contaihed the crowd’s reaction.
All this led up to the main
event, the introduction of this
year’s
basketball
teams.
Darkness enveloped the arena as
each member was to a welcom
ing crowd.
The men’s team in particu
lar, got into the act. Each player
pumped up court-side fans after
their introduction. Junior guard
Dante Lloyd took a minute to
dance with Bucky the Pioneer
after his name was called.
The coordinator of the
event. Director of Marketing for
Athletics Mark Adzigian, was
pleased with student participa
tion. "I thought the crowd was
great, they made a lot of noise,"
Adzigian said.
The athletes also appreciat
ed the support. "This was the
best (Midnight Madness) so far,"
said junior Abby Crotty, a guard
from Monmouth Beach, N.J. "It
really psyched us up."

Photo by Matt Duda

Skip Banks entertains the crowd at Midnight Madness.

